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Abstract
The huge rise in worldwide almost all calamities is the aftermath of extreme
Global Heat and Temperature (GHT). These have taken a steep upward turn
with continuously flourishing growth since 1965/70, steered by implementation of Indus Basin Water Treaty of 1960 (IBWT). This 16.48 ZJ (Zeta Joules
= 1021 Joules) rate of rising Global Heat could have been reduced by about
9.235 ZJ through optimal development and use of Pakistani resources in its
local water evaporation and precipitation cycle (WEPC) of unique characteristics by about 1980, but this only opportunity was missed due to having no
vision of forthcoming Global Emergency and its only solution. This and
another 15.78 ZJ again with another unique global characteristics are badly
needed as soon as possible to block any further continuous growth of GHT
and fizzle out its so far accumulated and constantly further expending heap.
Almost all of these resources are being wasted as a result of misguidance
through wrong and un-logical recommendations based on redundant informations, misconceptions and wrong interpretations. In this work recent reliable data is analyzed and a few basic ideologies are presented to put the things
back on the right track in order to handle the Global Environmental Emergencies along with earliest and maximum possible blockage of Global Calamities. The extremities of roaming of Indian monsoon both in time and space
are analyzed and what it dictates in design and optimum development of the
above referred resources, for both local requirements and most critical needs
of Global Emergencies are elaborated.
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1. Introduction
The huge rise in worldwide calamities and highly disastrous Global hazards is
the aftermath of extreme Global Heat and Temperature (GHT) [1]. This GHT
with its persistent growth rate of 16.48 ZJ (Zeta Joules = 1021 Joules) per year in
place of less than 2 ZJ before 1960 [1] and its generated calamities have taken a
very steep upward turn since 1965/70, steered by implementation of Indus Basin
Water Treaty (IBWT) of 1960 [1] [2] [3] [4]. Here the share of IBWT contribution is the blockage of 14.235 ZJ Global Heat transport to troposphere through
blocking the Freon of Global Air Conditioner (GAC) [1]. This Freon is the 39
MAF water of 3 rivers, irrigating Eastern and Southern Pakistan which was diverted to India under IBWT sponsored by World Bank (WB) and a few major
countries [1] [5] [6]. This rolled down the whole Earth Globe to the hell of continuously increasing Calamities and disasters and huge damages to the environmental ecosystem [7]. This 16.48 ZJ dosage to Earth Globe could have been reduced by about 9.893 ZJ through the optimal development and use of remaining
water resources of Pakistan by 1980 and 15.78 ZJ further more by further development of new irrigation area in Chulistan, Thar and Thal [1], but having no vision of this Global Climate Emergency (GCE) and no knowledge of its particular
major route cause and also with wrong perception of the data, illogical assumptions and irrelevant interpretations, the consultant, the WB [5] [6] not only deferred these opportunities to let the World in general and Pakistan in particular
face continuous disasters and huge financial losses, but also rolled many extremely huge hurdles en-route of their future development even at some later
stages. In view of the present Global Environment Emergency, the present extreme Global Heat, Temperature [1] and resulting Catastrophic Climatic Calamities, optimal, continuous and uninterrupted operation of GAC is extremely vital
not only for the mankind, but also for all living creation on this Globe. This in
turn needs continuous, uninterrupted and optimal feed of its Freon, the irrigation water supply only in Pakistan from Indus River System fed by Indian monsoons. The mankind has to scientifically/tactfully manage it from the highly variable flows of its various rivers both mutually and with time as a result of monsoons’ roaming both in time and space, directed and dictated by the Nature
through cyclic roles of Solar, Lunar and Venus Troika [8] along with human
misshapes and drastic inputs generally gone unnoticed. It is therefore, highly
inevitable to know the status and pattern of Pakistani rivers flows under roaming
of its feeder, the Indian Monsoons. The Monsoons carry on roaming in a year
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from June to November, but generally these are concentrating more from July to
August and much rarely in June, October or November. The space roaming dictates the importance of large storage size dams as the entire monsoon load is
mostly unloaded in the catchment area of one or two river groups and much
rarely in all. In 20 years recorded [9] span (Figure 1(a)), only 3 years (2008,
2010, 2016) have almost comparable large flow in majority of the rivers [9]. The
probability of flow occurrence above the normal in this recorded period is 12% 14%, 18% - 20%, 33% - 35%, 24% - 26% and 10% - 12% for 4, 3, 2, 1 and all rivers below normal respectively as discussed below. The 24% probability of flow
above normal for one river only is much critical and it dictates the largest possible storage to be developed for flow of all the 4 rivers. The time roaming has two
aspects; roaming within a monsoon season in a year and roaming over many
years with variation of rainfall intensity. The first one is not much complex, as
the maximum or peak flow is mostly in July and storage handling system must
be capable to grasp it’s all flow in a weak or two. The last one is acutely most critical and dictates the maximum possible storage of multiple consecutive largest
flow years for each river group to grip all the available water and use it suitably
distributed based upon multi-year’s time domain requirements. Thus, the storage dams on these rivers groups must be fully able to store in all possible adverse conditions and suitably regulate as per all possible needs of global heat
dissipation, irrigation and power productions, in all the months of a year and
over multiple years in a decade or two as discussed below. This roaming has
been elaborated in [8] too for monsoons under lunar multiple cycles of periods
8.85, 18.6, 37 and 86 years and also cycles of 3, 4, 5 and 8 years periods forced by
the Venus. Water Storage of River Indus flow [9] in years 1998-2002, 2005, 2008
(Figure 1(a)) was needed for usage in years 2003, 2004, 2006, 2007, 2009-2014,
that is 7 years with first 5 years continuous storage for regulated use in 10 years
over the 17 years time span. Similarly 2004-06 years storage of River Chenab was
needed for regulated flow supply in 2007-9 and also 2011-2014 storage needed
for regulated flow supply in 2015-17; that is 3 - 4 years continuous storage for
regulated use in next 3 years over the two spans of 6 and 7 years. The same decadal years based strategy is needed for Ravi and Sutlej (not recorded), while
Kabul flow is smooth on decadal bases and its storage may only be for season
based regulation, whereas Jhelum still needs further storage based on decadal
regulation. Figure 1(b) shows the various levels and categories of floods flows of
5 rivers along with their mean as well as low/thresholds flows. This indicates
the size of seasonal storage quantity on each river.
Another physical confirmation of this may be seen in Indus River System by
the variation of floods water flow. The dark blue bars (Figure 2(a)) show the
portion of flood water drained to Arabian Sea from Kotri barrage [10] [11] [12],
showing strong linkage to 18.6 and 37 years lunar procession dictated cyclic
trend [8]. Here total water wasted drained to Arabian Sea is 1164 MAF in 34
years with no instant of any one year at all of no drainage to Arabian Sea. There
are only 4 years with drainage below 4 MAF per years and more than 88% are
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106568
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Figure 1. (a) Top graph shows maximum flow discharge in cubic meters/sec of 5 main rivers excluding Sutlej. Indus flow scale is
on the right (200% of others). Kabul flow is somewhat stable while wide fluctuations in all others, particularly the Indus, Chenab
and Ravi need large storage for flow regulations in over the year’s time roaming scenario of monsoons, evident from their variation; (b) The lower bar chart confirms the above and also shows comparison of their mutual flows and their flow variations among
floods categories and with respect to their low flow threshold and mean discharge.

the instances of extreme damages of crops and infrastructures along with huge
financial losses and wastage of globally and locally most precious water resource.
Straightaway it indicates (see floods of 1973, 76, 78, 92, 94 and 95) that at least
100 MAF storage over and above Mangla and Tarbela dams is the urgent need to
avoid the extreme floods damages. Here, a very crucial part of flood water
damaging the infrastructures, crops and livestock is ignored altogether in all
discussions and references. The red bars (Figure 2(a)) show this part absorbed
and also retained standing in flooded area equivalent to flood water exceeding
the 30 MAF rivers safe flow capacity (assumed) or river bank full flow to Arabian Sea. This exceeding quantity is also drained to sea with an equivalent part
(rather more than that) rushing to flooded areas, which is partly absorbed and
partly withheld from draining to sea. Thus sum of the red and blue is the flow
worth annual additional storage shown green along with its green trend line.
This shows additional 167.4 MAF peak flow storage requirement in place of 100
MAF stated above elaborated by wastage of 1588 MAF in 34 years.
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106568
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Figure 2. (A) The above is the year vise flow escaped to Arabian Sea (dark blue) from Kotri barrage at the tail [10] [11] [12] with
Polynomial trend line (dark blue) showing its flow trend. This shows an additional storage requirement of 100 MAF. Its trend is
due to lunar directed period of 18.6 years with higher flows, while the next (truncated) is of lowest flows, thus actually this cycle
on earth is of 37 years. At least 2/3 of the 2nd half cycle will be in critical zone, hence over the years or multi-decade storage and
flow regulation minimum requirement is for 18.6 + 18.6 * 2/3 =31 years or 18.6 + 9.3+ 2 (4 critical years at center) = 30 years. The
red bars show the flood water absorbed and also retained standing in flooded area assumed to be equivalent to the flood water
exceeding about 30 MAF rivers safe flow capacity or river bank full flow to Arabian Sea. Thus sum of the red and blue is the flow
worth annual additional storage shown green along with its green trend line, indicating 167.4 MAF additional storage. (B) Shows
decadal additional storage and flow regulation strategies, with flow release in multiple of 10 MAF (maximum 50 MAF/year in one
and 40 in second case) when available quantity is more than release. From these two, 40 MAF addition release per year with 475
MAF additional storage seems better to take care of draughts in the dry half cycle of 18.6 years.

In view of 37 years cyclic flow fluctuations [8], storage and release regulation
management, additional multiyear storage is shown (Figure 2(b)) in blue and
green bars with the release of additional flow to irrigation in multiple of 10 MAF
(max. blue-40 and green-50 MAF) per year if the preceding storage is sufficiently more than that. This shows an additional storage of green-255 MAF
and blue-475 MAF in place of 167. The 475 MAF (+ 21.5 existing = 497 MAF)
storage seems to be much better facilitating the promising irrigation supply in
draughts in the dry half cycle of 18.6 years. Unknowingly, the World Bank (WB)
through sponsoring the Indus Basin Water Treaty (IBWT) 1960 [1] [2] [3] [4]
blocked the Freon (the water irrigating southeastern Pakistan) supply to the
Giant GAC since 1965-70 and thus has put the Earth Globe on silent colorless
fire. Not confined and limited to this, but by its recommendations recorded in
[13] has also derailed and misled the remaining potential of Pakistan which
could extinguish at least 70% (9.893 ZJ) of this fire. This continuous dosage of
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106568
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heat to earth Globe is also attacking furiously on its two main temperature relievers or safety valves, the Oceans and polar’ and glaciers’ ice heaps/dunes and
these both are monotonically giving way to this attack almost exactly matching
in time and intensity of attacks [1]. If properly assessed, daily global death toll
almost 60,000 out of about 180,000 since 1970 may be connected by one way or
the other to the aftermath of this Silent Unspotted Crona-1960 (SUC-60), the
IBWT-1960. Both the first two issues have been in wide discussion in the scientific community without hitting at its main cause, the IBWT and hence without
any fruitful Solution. Alas, the Organization for Global Developments and Human Welfare silently hurled everlasting wildfire of all the continuous Calamities
and Climatic Disasters on the Earth Globe through IBWT [5] [6] on one hand
and blocked its potential reliever/firefighters, the Pakistan’s local water cycle
through its recommendations [13] on the other hand. The aftermath and mechanism of its first misdeed has been elaborated in the references [1] [2] [3] [4],
while the 2nd with its report in 3 volumes of about 400 pages each needs separate
work for analysis of the subjects having critical role in blocking the relief operation in Global Environments and Heating Extremities, however, its few paradigm and assessments parameters are reviewed in the light of outcome of recent
data [9] analysis. Over and above the large share borne by Pakistan of these
global calamities, it has also further particularly been ruined by floods disasters,
huge losses from deprival of huge agricultural, industrial output and huge 30 35 times extra financial load through costly electrical power advised to generate from imported costly petroleum in place of cheapest hydropower from the
extremely demanded multipurpose dams. World Bank (WB) has made number
of absolutely baseless, unscientific and illogical assumptions [13], all against the
demands of control strategy of Global Heat and Temperature rise, Global Climate lashes and Calamities over and above being absolutely against the safety of
Pakistan from floods disaster and its stringent requirements to benefit from its
water resources both in irrigation and power generation. Thus its recommendations have blocked the huge possible role of Pakistan in Global Heat dissipation
along with debarring its developments and safety from floods and drought disasters. Before the review and analysis of those assumption and paradigm in view
of the present Global Climatic Emergency in the scenario of unique and extremely crucial role of Pakistani water cycle based on Indus River System flow, it
is found prerequisite to analyze the flow pattern of this system under roaming of
its feeder, the monsoons both in time and space. The Indus Rivers System flow
in winter is too small for any considerations, while in summer, it is in form of
huge floods, which if properly stored for flood disaster control, irrigation and
power generation can meet all the local and Global Environmental requirements
and thus need highest and critical considerations and attentions. Fortunately the
data of recent 21 years flood flow of five rivers is available in [9], while flood
flow of River Sutlej is not recoded, although it is perishing Pakistan mercilessly
every 2nd or 3rd year with the willful support of India. The flow of Kabul River
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106568
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over the decades is smooth enough and hence only annual flow regulation is
needed, while the decadal flow pattern of all the rest of four rivers (+Sutlej)
needs deep consideration for decadal or multiyear flow storage and regulation.
The flow fluctuations of these 4 rivers are analyzed here below.

2. Indus River System Flows Pattern and Seasonal Monsoons
Roaming
The monthly time versus flow of 4 rivers has three patterns. Ravi, Chenab and
the Sutlej rivers have similar average flow pattern per month, while Jhelum and
Indus have their own patterns (Figure 3) as discussed bellow in detail.

2.1. Ravi and Sutlej Rivers Flood Flows
With the IBWT diversion of Ravi and Sutlej rivers to India by 1970, their flow
other than in monsoons months is absolutely negligible, just by rains downstream of the diversion or by the feeder canals within Pakistan. The flow pattern

Figure 3. Average month vise flow trends of Indus River System. Ravi and Chenab have similar,
while Jhelum and Indus have different trends.
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106568
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of both rivers is almost same. Flow of Sutlej is not recorded in [9], hence only
Ravi flows (Figure 4) are analyzed and Sutlej is assumed at par with it. In the
monsoons with the heavy rains fall, flow in form of large floods boosted by the
Indians tactics is experienced every year. As per Figure 4, both yearly and monthly
running pattern, its flow is maximum in July every year, while much lower in
August, June, September and October in all the 21 years, whereas its extraordinary flows (Figure 4) in 2000, 2005, 2008 and 2018 (19%) indicate decadal
monsoon roaming. On monthly bases, there is no roaming, confined only to July
and that too for 5 - 15 days. Their average flow level values per respective peak
month are 158.1, 90.25, 59.8, 45 and 27 mm respectively, and their peak values
are 207.4, 121.8, 88.4, 58.3, 37.6 mm over the 21 years span. The data presented
in [9] record is integrated sum over whole the month, while actually this all
flood flow is generally for 5 - 15 days with peak within 4 - 5 days. There is no
entry of any month other than July having all 21 in extreme flow zone except
August in year 2005 recorded in table in Figure 10 also.

Figure 4. The (a) and (b) graphs show yearly month vise trend of Ravi river flow, while
the (c) graph shows the same flow versus years and this clearly show its monthly standing
in 21 years span. Its flow is extreme in July every year, while only once August 2005 crossed
110 mm barrier. Almost, similar behavior is that of River Sutlej. In the rest of the months,
flow is about 25 mm. The peak flood flows are for a week or so, but these are shown
moderated with summation over a month.
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106568
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2.2. Chenab River Flood Flow
With the control of flow of this river too by India through construction of multiple dams in the name of power generation, its flow (Figure 5(a), Figure 5(b))
in July is maximum in every year. There is almost no seasonal roaming, rather
confined only to July. The May to October average flow level values are as 28.63,
46.35, 93.74, 58.51, 30.86 and 20.64 mm respectively, and their peak values are as
46.4, 66.6, 112.3, 81.8, 71.9 and 33.7 mm over the 21 years recorded span. Again
the data presented in [9] record is integrated sum of the whole month, while actually this all flood flow is generally for a 7 - 10 days with peak flow only in 4 - 5
days at any point along its channel. The total monthly peak flow status (Figure
5(c)) in these 21 years is as, June has 1, July 21, August 8 and September has 1
entry in peak flow zone as shown in the table in Figure 10.

Figure 5. The graphs (a) and (b) are for Chenab river flow versus months showing their yearly month vise trend,
while the (c) graph shows the same flow versus year and this clearly show its monthly standing in 21 years span.
Its flow in July every year is in extreme flood zone, while August has 8, June and September have only one entry
each in extreme flood zone.
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106568
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2.3. Jhelum River Flood Flow
With the construction of a large dam on this river at Mangla and its storage activity in July, pre-storage preparatory release in June and post storage irrigation
needs directed flow release thereafter, thus its flow downstream of Mangla has
changed its annual natural flow pattern and made it somewhat smooth well distributed among the needy 6 months (Figure 3). In the monsoons season with
the heavy rains fall particularly that of July and August, flow in form of large
floods is handled by storage and irrigation needs are much reduced due to local
rains with yet controlling opportunity due to large storage capacity, that is why
there is controlled depression in downstream flow graph (Figure 3, Figure 6)

Figure 6. At (a) is the graph of Flow of River Jhelum versus years showing their mutual monthly
standings. The 3 years, 2007, 2011 & 2015 (i.e. 14.3%) are of flow much below the average. The
(b) is graphs of flow pattern versus months in 21 years showing six months flattened flow due
to storage dam operations, more prominent in bars versus month graph. Further storage is still
needed as is evident from the flows shooting above red line peak limit, indicated also in (c)
above.
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106568
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in these two months except a particular case of extraordinary flood flow of August 2010, otherwise it would have followed the trend of Chenab and Ravi rivers.
It is leading others rivers by a month (Figure 3) due to short route of glaciers
early melt and its early monsoon grip. The flow pattern both yearly and monthly
running over 21 years span (Figure 6(a)) show peak flows in 2010, 2014, 2018
and 2003 (19%) indicting decadal time roaming of monsoons. The distribution
or supply from the storage has also changed its natural downstream flow pattern
(Figure 6(b) & Figure 6(c)). The four groups of its flows are given below.
1) In Figure 7(a), 5 out of 21 years (24%) has only one peak (Table 1). The
monsoon peak flow duration may be actually for a few days, a weak or two only,
but in data record it is stated as sum of the whole month and is mainly due to
release from storage.
2) In Figure 7(b), the 6 out of total 21 years (29 %) flow has only 2 peaks in 2
non consecutive months as shown in the graphs and given in Table 1 below.
3) In Figure 7(c), only 5 out of total 21 years (24%) shown in the graphs have
3 peak flow per year as given in Table 1.
4) In Figure 7(d), only 01 (i.e. 4.8%), year 2002 out of total 21 years show
flows in the graphs having peak flow in 6 months, while 01 (2010) have four
peaks per year (Table 1).
The total monthly peak flow status in these 21 years is as; May has 8 peaks,
June 13, July 5, August 5, September 8 and October has only 2 as shown in the
table in Figure 10. This confirms the roaming of monsoons in 21 years time
domains within May to October. In mutual comparison of maximum peak flows
in 21 years from May to October are in order of 66.8, 67.2, 60.9, 101.7, 73.1 and
59.3 mm respectively, whereas their monthly average in this span is as 49.54,
54.76, 47.10, 45.85, 50.55 and 43.1 mm.
Table 1. Jhelum river peak flows.
Peaks/year
0

01

02

03

04/6
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2007

2011

2015

years

2004

2012

2013

2014

2018

Peak months

5

6

6

9

6

years

1999

2001

2005

2008

2009

2017

Peak months

6, 9

8, 9

7, 8

5, 6

6, 8

5, 6

years

1998

2000

2003

2006

2016

Peak months

5, 6, 7

5, 6, 9

5, 6, 7

6, 9, 10

6, 9, 10

years

1998

1999

Peak months 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

11

5, 7, 8, 9
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Figure 7. These 4 sets of month vise flow graphs of river Jhelum are. (a) The graph with 5 (24%) out of 21 years
flows having only one peak in a year; (b) The graphs with 6 (i.e. 28.6%) out of total 21 years flows having 2 peaks in
4 consecutive and 2 non consecutive months; (c) The graphs with only 5 (i.e. 24%) out of total 21 years flows having
3peaks in a year; 2 years with consecutive months, while 3 with 2 months gap; (d) The graphs with only 01 (i.e.
4.8%), 2002 out of total 21 year showing flows having peak flow in 6 months, while 01 (2010) have four peaks per
year.

2.4. Indus River Flood Flow
The construction of Tarbela dam on this river and its storage activity has not
changed the flow downstream, as dam storage capacity is extremely small as
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106568
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compared to its peak flow (Figure 8). In monsoons, with the heavy rains fall
particularly that of July and August, (Figure 8(a), Figure 8(b)) flow in form of
large floods is not notably handled by its storage and that is why there is no depression in flow graph in these two months, otherwise it would have followed
the trend of Jhelum River. The storage being small, the distribution of flow
downstream has also not much changed the natural flow pattern. In both yearly
running and monthly pattern over 21 years span (Figure 8(a), Figure 8(b)),
the years 1999, 2001, 2005, 2010, 2/2015, 2016, 2017 (38%), show extraordinary

Figure 8. (a) This graph of River Indus Flow versus years showing their mutual monthly stand. There are 6 extra ordinary peak flows in July, one August and one in November in 21 years; (b) The graph shows overall month versus
trend of its flow in 21 years; (c) The bottom graph shows its 6 out of total 21 years flows having only one peak flow in
a year above 27 mm minimum flow limit. The peak flow duration may be actually for a few days, a weak or two only,
but in data record it stated as sum of the whole month.
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106568
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flood flows, supporting decadal time roaming of monsoons. Out of 21 years, 6
(28.6%, Figure 8(c)) has only one peak each year, 9 (43%, Figure 9(a)) years
have two peaks each year and 3 (14.3%, Figure 9(b)) year 2007, 2009, 2011 have
no peak, while 3 (14.3%) consecutive years have 3 consecutive months peak
flows (Table 2). In these 21 years, monthly peak flow status is that June has 3,
July has 15, August has 12, September has 2 and November has only 1 as shown
in the table in Figure 10. This confirms the annual/monthly roaming of monsoons in time within June to November, but mainly in July and August and
rarely in others from June to November. In mutual comparison of maximum
peak flows in 21 years are in order 33.9, 62.6, 44.7, 35.3, 20.7 and 43.3 mm respectively for June to November, whereas their monthly average is as 20.92,
35.23, 28.89, 19.22, 12.93 and 13.72 mm respectively. The data presented in [9]
record is sum of the month, while actually this flood flow may be generally of a
10 - 20 days, particularly in single peak years and nonconsecutive months in
multiple peaks in a year.

Figure 9. The above two sets of month vise flow graphs of river Indus are for. (a) Top one, for 9 out of total 21 years flows
showing the graphs having 2 peaks in 2 months; (b) The bottom one, only 3 out of total 21 years showing flows in the
graphs having 3 month peak flow in a year and 3 below the minimum limit.
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106568
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Table 2. Indus river peak flows.
Peaks/year
0 peak

01

02

03

years

2009

2011

2013

years

2003

2004

2006

2012

2014

2018

Peak months

7

8

7

7

8

7

years

2001

2002

2005

2008

2010

2013

2015

2016

2017

Peak months

7, 8

8, 9

7, 8,

6, 7

7, 8

7, 8

7, 11

7, 8

7, 8

years

1998

1999

2000

Peak months

6, 7, 8

6, 7, 8

7, 8, 9

2.5. The Overall Seasonal Roaming of Monsoons
The peak flow instances summed up over each month for all the rivers is tabulated
and plotted in Figure 10. Excluding Jhelum, all other 3 rivers’ flow is concentrated
in July. Ravi flood flow is 100% in recorded span and that is only in July. Chenab
flood flow is 100% in recorded span and is in July along with 38% in August too.
Indus flood flow presence is 71.4% in recorded span in July along with 57% in
August too. Its total flood absence is 3 years or 14.2% and thus its total flooding
probability is 85.8% and almost 42.8% is in both July and August, while rest 43%
is almost solely in month of July. The pattern of Jhelum is different. 3 years
(14.2%) are dry, while 85.8% has flooding probability. Here July and August
flows have 24% flooding probability, whereas June has 62%, with solely in June
only 10% and combined with others is 52%. Here May and September have 38%
flooding probability. Thus overall roaming of monsoons in so called monsoon
season is negated for 6, 5, 4 or even 3 months as can be viewed in graph and table in Figure 10 and discussed above. It is mainly for one month, July (June for
Jhelum) and 2nd August only 57% for Indus, 38% for Chenab. Jhelum has 62%
occurring probability in June and 38% in May and September. The stretching
peak flow to 5 or 6 month by the WB is against the reality and ignoring most of
the flow in July and not being ready to store it within the tiny storage dam and
let most of it gone uninterrupted and thereafter storage activity is ridiculous
when the demand has surpassed the supply. The supply was maximum in July,
monotonically decreasing till December, while demand was minimum in July
increasing monotonically till November (Figure 11), thus large storage is needed
to manage a suitable and necessary fill in the gap between the two. The actual
status and its proper way forward is shown in Figure 11. It may be observed
from it that ¾th of total storage quantity has to be gained in July and only ¼th is
possible in August. The September is a region with matching supply and demand, while October, and November are of peak demands above river flow and
this gap is to be filled in by the storage. It means that the first 2 months are of
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106568
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Figure 10. Monthly peak flow status of 4 rivers in 21 years is given above. This indicates almost no roaming, fully concentrated in
July, except for Jhelum peaks in June due to large release from Mangla dam for irrigation needs and creation of space for storage
of its July inflow. The maximum storage and subsequent irrigation directed release from the storage dam is evident from the graph
in August to November. Indus has somewhat comparable flow in August too.

Figure 11. Go by green and store the surplus
die neither by drowning nor by thrust.

minimum usage requirements and that too is mostly met with by local rains, rather more than the requirements, thus no reduction in storage estimate due to
this is needed at all against the WB ideology. The last 3 months are not supplier
to storage rather users and their usage/demand should be added to the storage
requirement in place of subtraction against that done by WB. This WB absolutely
wrong strategy, opposite to the factual requirements has made one of the Chief
Ministers to mourn “we die by drowning when it rains and die by thrust
when there is no rain”.

3. Space Roaming of Monsoons
The intensive Monsoons wondering in catchment areas of different river groups
as shown in (Figure 12) are reviewed by three options, 1) trend of flow height
(mm) in rivers, 2) flow trend above their average flow height (mm) in the recorded period and 3) from the flow quantity (cubic meters/sec).
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3.1. Inconsistency in Rivers Flow Height above Average
Figure 12 shows routes of roaming and precipitation of clouds in catchment
area of different rivers and reservoirs of potential dams’ sites (pink line covering
blue area) for complete storage of extraordinary clouds burst. Dams sites, both
large and small, their feeder flood channels, irrigation canals, rain drains, power
tunnels required to cope with Global Environment Emergency demands are
shown in Figure 12. The catchment area of Indus Rivers System may be divided
in somewhat following groups for monsoon space roaming analyses (Figure 12).
a) River Swat, Kabul and Kunar;
b) Rivers Indus and Soan;
c) Rivers Jhelum, Neelam, Kunhar, Chenab, Bunnah, Rohtas;
d) Rivers Ravi and Sutlej.

Figure 12. Routes, roaming and precipitation of clouds in catchment area (red dotted line) of different rivers and reservoirs of
potential dams’ sites (pink line covering blue area) for complete storage of extraordinary clouds burst. Dams sites, both large and
small, their feeder flood channels, irrigation canals, rain drains, power tunnels required to cope with Global Environment Emergency demands.
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1106568
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It should be noted that Chenab and Ravi apparently have no storage sites in
Pakistan, thus for flood flow storage, Chenab is grouped with Jhelum for its
flood water storage at Rasul through Mrala-Kharian flood diversion channel and
Ravi also if a flood diversion channel from Kathua-Jummu-Akhnoor (Occupied
Jammu & Kashmir) as shown red in Figure 12 is allowed. A dam must also be
made at BRB/Ravi siphon of 215/217 M Asl (above sea level) height and a flood
relief channel for flood safety, regulation and maintenance/recharge of underground water table at Lahore. As can be seen in this figure that Sutlej, Indus and
Brahmaputra Rivers at their initiation have catchment areas in Tibet-China very
close to each other and there are instances when these all are flooded by monsoon downpour in this area. The flood water of Sutlej can be stored in Jamrao
dam by its two diversion channels; one from Head Sulemanki along the Indian
boarder to Chulistan along with the irrigation canal for Chulistan and upper
Thar and then to Jamrao via Mazar Dadi Karam Khatoon. This is the most
wanted and most effective in view of GHT and NAH control. The 2nd one is
from Punjnand to Mazar Dadi Karam Khatoon and then to Jamrao through the
track same as 1. The Ravi, Chenab and Jhelum overflow as well as managed flow
may share 2nd channel also, but another for Indus from Khan Bela to Mazar Dadi
Karam Khatoon and 4th from Guddo barrage to Jamrao via Allah Obhayo Mahr
are also required to safely divert the flood water loads shared by all the four as
far as possible. Table 3 and Figure 13 show the flow height (not to be mutually
compared for flow quantity) above their mean flows, with highlighted flows below average and none highlighted for the above clearly show the huge support to
the paradigm of space monsoons roaming.

Figure 13. Peak Flow in mm of four rivers in their peak months relative to their average over 21 years span.
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Table 3. Space roaming of monsoons directed rivers flow of 21 years*.
July (June. for Jhelum) flows with
respect to average of 21 Years

Year

August (Sept. for Jhelum) flows with
respect to average of 21 Years

Ravi

Chenab

Jhelum

Indus

Ravi

Chenab

Jhelum

Indus

1998

B

B

A

A

B

B

B

A

1999

A

B

A

A

A

B

A

A

2000

A

B

A

A

A

B

A

A

2001

A

B

B

A

A

A

A

A

2002

A

B

A

A

A

A

A

B

2003

B

B

A

A

B

A

B

B

2004

A

A

B

B

B

B

B

A

2005

A

A

B

A

A

A

B

A

2006

B

A

A

A

B

A

A

B

2007

A

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

2008

A

B

B

A

B

B

B

B

2009

B

A

A

B

B

A

B

B

2010

B

A

B

B

A

A

A

A

2011

B

A

B

B

B

A

B

B

2012

B

A

A

B

A

A

B

B

2013

B

A

A

B

A

B

B

A

2014

B

A

B

B

B

B

A

A

2015

A

B

B

A

B

A

B

B

2016

A

B

A

A

B

A

A

A

2017

A

B

A

A

A

B

A

A

2018

A

B

A

B

B

B

B

B

A = 12,
B=9

A = 9,
B = 12

A = 12,
B=9

A = 12,
B=9

A = 9,
B = 12

A = 9,
B = 12

A = 9,
B = 12

A = 11,
B = 10

Note: *“A” is for value above and “B” for below average flow in 21 years time span.
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3.1.1. Review of Flow Sets
In the above stated table for each of the two maximum flow months, there are 21
sets, for each month in 21 years and 42 for both the two peak flow months. Thus
from out of 42 sets of four rivers flows in 21 years it is quite clear that:
1) There are only two sets (4.76%), one each in each of two years that have
flow above the average in all the four rivers and that is only in August and never in the maximum flow month of July. (red background)
2) There are 13 sets (30.95%) with flows only in three river above average, 7
for July and 6 for August. (reddish background)
3) There are 14 sets (33.33%) with two river flows above average, 10 for July
and 4 for August. (green background)
4) There are 10 sets (23.81%) with only one river flow above average, 4 for
July and 6 for August. (cyan background)
5) There are only three sets (7.14%), one each in a year, that have flow below
the average in all the four rivers and that is again only in August and never in
the maximum flow month, July. (blue background).
It means that in general monsoons rainfall roaming concentration is 24% in
only one river catchment area, 33% in two, 31% distributed in the three, and only 5% distributed in all the 4 rivers catchment areas and that is only in August
and never in the maximum flow month, July, as shown in Figure 14. This again
highly supports the paradigm of space roaming of monsoons. Their relative stature can be seen in Figure 14.
Also the flow of Ravi has 12 above and 9 below average in July and reverse in
August, Chenab has 9 above and 12 below average in both July and August, Jhelum has 12 above and 9 below average in June and reverse in September and Indus has 12 above and 9 below average in July and 11 above and 10 below average
in August. This means that July above average flow of rivers is more in numbers
and less for below average, while reverse is true for August.
3.1.2. Seesaw in Rivers Ravi and Chenab Flows
Out of 42 sets, 27 set of both Ravi and Chenab are of opposite sense or seesaws
behavior, while 15 have matching flow trend; 8 (July = 2, Angst = 6) sets of below
and 7 (July = 2, Angst = 5) of above average. Their July flow is generally stabilized;

Figure 14. Trend of Percentage flow occurrence above average in 4, 3, 2, only one rivers and none at all in 2 peak months.
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same pattern for continuous 6 years with Ravi lead, 2 sets for continuous 4 years
with Chenab lead, 2 sets of continuous 2 years with one equal and one Chenab
lead. This again confirms the paradigm of space roaming of monsoons.
3.1.3. Mismatching Flows in Rivers Indus and Chenab
Out of 42 sets, 31 are of opposite sense in flows of Indus and Chenab, while 11
are matching. In July, out of 21, two set of 6 continuous years, one with Indus
and one with Chenab lead and one set of 3 continuous years with Indus lead,
while in August only one set of 3 continuous year are stable in flows with Indus
lead. This again highly supports the paradigm of space roaming of monsoons.
3.1.4. Matching Flows in Rivers Indus and Jhelum
Excluding 14 sets of opposite sense, all other 28 sets of Indus and Jhelum flows
are matching and stabilized for 3 sets of 3 years and thus mismatching with
Chenab. This again supports space roaming paradigm of monsoons.

3.2. Space Roaming by Flow Height Trend
Figure 15 shows the monthly general flow while their mutual stature comparison is shown by red vertical trend line with values of their scales for June, July,
August, September and October as 90, 210, 125, 75 and 65 mm respectively.
Their approximate flow quantity stature using “Manning Equation” [14] may be
of order of 1810, 7433, 3130, 1336, and 1052 mm3/sec (24%, 100%, 42% 18% and
14%) with some common multiple. This shows much dominant stature of July
and comparatively less than 43% for August, all other are much smaller, particularly that of October. In view of Figure 15, and Table 4, the analysis of these is
given below.
3.2.1. Increasing Flow Trend in all Rivers
Out of 100 sets for 5 months over 20 years, there are only 12 set (red) in which
all the four rivers have rising trend. That means only 12% is the probability of
flood flow in all the rivers. However, if only 2 peak flow months are considered,
only 2 are in July and 2 in August, which are worth consideration and all other 8
are of small stature. Thus actually only 4 × 100/40 = 10% is the probability of
flood flow in all the rivers when considering only 2 peak flow months.
3.2.2. Increasing Flow Trend in 3 Rivers
Out of 100 sets, there are only 20 set in which 3 rivers have rising trend. This
means that only 20% is the probability of flood flow in 3 rivers. However, only 5
in July and 5 in August, which are worth consideration and all other 10 are of
small stature. Thus actually only 10 × 100/40 = 25% is the probability of flood
flow in 3 rivers when considering only 2 peak flow months.
3.2.3. Increasing Flow Trend in 2 Rivers
Out of 100 sets, there are only 32 set in which 2 rivers have rising trend. That means
32 probability of flood flow is in only 2 rivers. However, only 9 are in July and 5 in
August, which are worth consideration and all other 18 are of small stature.
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Figure 15. Flow pattern of 4 rivers of Indus river system is shown above. The monthly general flow stature
comparison is shown by red vertical trend line across all the 5 months with values for June, July, August, September and October as 90, 210, 125, 75 and 65 mm respectively. This shows the dominancy of flow in July and
August and of least consideration for others. Out of 100 sets of 5 months in 20 years, 12 (red arrows) sets show
flood flow in all rivers, 20 (cyan arrows) sets show flood flow in 3 rivers, 32 sets (blue arrows) show flood flow in
2 rivers, 23 sets (green arrows) show flood flow in only one river, while 13 (pink down arrows) show decreasing
trend in all rivers.
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Table 4. Flow trend of Indus river system.

Note: The characters on left R, C, J, I stand for Ravi, Chenab, Jhelum and Indus rivers respectively, while on right side character R stand for rising up flow
and D for depressing flow.

Thus, actually only 14 × 100/40 = 35% is the probability of flood flow in 2 rivers
when considering only 2 peak flow months.
3.2.4. Increasing Flow Trend in only 1 Rivers
Out of 100 sets, there are only 23 set in which only 1 river have rising trend. That
means that only 23 % probability of flood flow is in only 1 river. However, only 3
are in July and 5 in August, which are worth consideration and all other 15 are
of small stature. Thus actually only 8 × 100/40 = 20% is the probability of flood
flow in only 1 river when considering only 2 peak flow months.
3.2.5. Below Average Flow Trend in all Rivers
Out of 100 sets, there are 13 set (pink arrow) in which all rivers have Below Average trend. That means only 13% probability of low flow in all rivers. However,
only 1 is in July and 3 in august, are worth consideration and all other 9 are in
low flow months. Thus actually only 4 × 100/40 = 10% is the probability of low
flow in all rivers when considering only 2 peak flow months.
3.2.6. Overall Flow Height Trend
The above stated trend for 5 months and 2 peak flow months is shown below in
bar chart (Figure 16), for better mutual comparison and a solid proof of space
roaming of monsoons. The trend of all the 4 rivers in 2 and 5 peak months, from
June to October during 21 years from 1998-2018 shows the space roaming of
monsoon rainfall. The probability of 20% - 23% all monsoon loads discharged in
one river group is too much critical, even 32% - 35% in 2 rivers is very critical
too and these dictate heavily to have maximum possible storage on each river
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Figure 16. Overall trend of Flow in only one, 2, 3 and all the 4 rivers when considering over five months and when considering
only in 2 peak flow Months along with minimum flow in all rivers.

along with quick strategy to share the flood flow load with others. The nature
has provided this opportunity in shape of Jamrao dam with large storage to release the pressure on all upstream dams.

3.3. Inconsistency in Rivers’ Flow Quantity Trend
Figure 17 and Table 5 shows the flow quantity trend of all the 4 rivers during 21
years from 1998-2018. As per its Categorization reported by [9] are in all 21
years span,
1) Flood reaching 25 years record, there are only 5 instances of crossing this
limit in 5 year, all in a single river at a time. This confirms space roaming.
2) There are 8 years crossing of 10 years Flood record with only one instant
(2014) of flood in two rivers, Jhelum and Chenab and 7 years with flood in only
one river. This again confirms space roaming.
3) There are 8 years crossing 5 years Flood record limit with only 2 instances
of year 2015 and 2018 of flood in only two rivers and 6 years with flood in only
one river. This again confirms space roaming.
4) Flood reaching 1.5 years record, there are only 4 instances in years 1998,
2003, 2004 and 2012 with flood in three rivers, 7 instances in years 1999, 2001,
2002, 2006, 2008, 2013 and 2016 (see Table 5) with flood in only two rivers and
10 instances with flood in only one river. This again confirms space roaming.
The bar chart of above and table are shown in Figure 18. In 25 years record
flood, only single river with 24% occurring is present; in 10 years record flood,
single river with 33% occurring along with 5% of 2 rivers; in 5 years record
flood, single river with 28.5% occurring along with 9.5% of 2 rivers; in 1.5 years
record flood single river with 47.7% occurring along with 33.3% of 2 rivers and
19% of 3 rivers are present. In these all floods categories, 4 rivers flood together
is nowhere, 3 rivers together is only in 1.5 years flood record with only 19%
presence, otherwise this too is nowhere in higher floods categories, 2 rivers have
minor stature and absent in 25 years category. This strongly confirms the spatial
roaming of monsoons. The rivers Ravi and Chenab have almost critical foods
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Figure 17. Flow of 5 rivers of Indus Rivers system in a 21 years’ time span placed together for mutual flood flow matching and
comparison. Sizeable dam on river Jhelum has flattened the flow and reduced the gaps and their depths in between peak flows,
while water supply from Jhelum and Indus through feeder link canals has reduced the depth of gap in flow of Rivers Ravi and
Chenab. The Kabul River is much smooth, has small gaps, both in width and depth with low flow supported by melting of glaciers.
The cyans are time vertical lines. The 3 blue dotted lines are indicative of low flow years. The red and cyan vertical lines may be
followed for flow comparison among different rivers. The 4, 5, 8 years gap between flows show their response to Venus lapses and
general trend of flow shown by curve of 17 years may be patched with 18.6 years cycle of nodal precession of moon. 5 years shown
red arrows corresponds 5 years peak floods cluster.
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Table 5. Monsoon floods space roaming.
S/No

Comparison bases

1

Year of flood flow in Rivers

Comments

Ravi

Chenab

Jhelum

Indus

Flood reaching 25 years record

2000

-

2, 10, 19

16

None match

2

Flood reaching 10 years record

01, 5, 8

7, 11, 14

14, 17

99

No. match except in 14

3

Flood reaching 5 years record

18

5, 10, 12, 13, 19

15, 18

2000, 15

None match except 2 in
the year 15, 18

4

Flood reaching 1.5 years record

98, 1, 2, 3, 5,
8, 12, 13, 17

None match except 1) 2 in the
years 99, 1, 2, 6, 8, 13, 16 and
2) 3 in 98, 3, 4, 12,

99, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7,
98, 99, 2000, 1, 3,
98, 4, 8, 9, 16, 18
10, 12, 13, 15, 19
4, 6, 11, 12, 16

Figure 18. Percentage of floods of 4 categories in 4 rivers is presented above. All 4 rivers
together are never in any category; 3 rivers is 19% in only 1.5 Yrs; 2 rivers is 5%, 9.5%,
33.3% in lower 3 category and only one river is 24%, 33%, 28.5% and 47.7% respectively
in all 4 categories from top.

almost every year (97% probability), while Jhelum too have these every year except years 2007 and 2019 (90% probability), whereas Indus has this in 14 years
i.e. 67% probability. All these confirm the spatial roaming of Indian Monsoons.
The flat coverage of Jhelum flow is due to supply of water from its storage dam,
both pre and post monsoon for agricultural requirement and for creation of
space for incoming July and August flow in its dam. The depression in its July
and August flow downstream of dam is due to dam’s large storage control of
flow under irrigation demand diminished by monsoon rains. In Indus very small
proportion of water is stored in its dam and hence its storage or supply shows
thin coverage, in other words wider and deeper gaps in flows of Indus. The relatively wider coverage of Chenab and Ravi is due to supply from feeder link canals. The decadal roaming of monsoons is discussed below.

4. Monsoon Roaming versus Decadal Time
Figure 1(a) shows the flow fluctuations of Indus Rivers System over the years
roaming of Monsoons. Its Figure 1(b) part show mutual floods flow comparison
and also with their own average/mean and low flow thresholds elaborating over
the years or decadal flow roaming. Some of Historic Record of Peak Monsoon
Roaming in time and space is pointed out just for support of this paradigm.
1) The 1955 worst flood was in Ravi with heavy rain fall mainly in catchment
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Area of Ravi River (river group d) [15].
2) The 1973, 1988, 2005, 2014 floods were mainly in Chenab river catchment
area (group c).
3) The 1992, 2014, 2015, 2017 floods were observed mainly in Jhelum River
(group c) [16] [17].
4) 2010 flood was in Kabul, Swat and Indus (groups a & b) as shown in Figure
19.
5) 1994 flood was in Indus and Sutlej (group b & d) [15].
6) Srinagar Valley (Jhelum River) has 67% probability of 4 year cyclic peak
monsoons rains [8].
7) Record of Critical flood in Pakistan by Wapda/Pakistan [18] [19] [20] [21]
analyzed in [8].
The above “number 7” showed a multi-cyclic occurrence with main 18.6 and
37 years cycles (two 18.6 cycles together, one with higher and 2nd with lower
flow). This showed the frequency trend of floods in Pakistan with perhaps alternate 3 and 5 years cluster of extreme floods and 13 - 14 years cluster of
normal floods or moderate rivers flows. These 13 - 14 years may have about 3 - 4
year minimum river flow in the middle and 4 - 5 year moderate floods around
this dry season within 18.6 semi cycle. It is also evident from graph (Figure 2(a))
of un-controlled flood water going to Arabian Sea [10] [11] [12] from Kotri
Barrage. The cycle of trend line again confirms the paradigm arrived at from
analysis in [8]. If, it were managed to regulate this with continuous regulation
over the 34 years span, then additional 50 MAF per year would have been
available for further dispersal for GHT, irrigation and power output. Then 277
MAF minimum storage demand would have to be in 1996 (Figure 2(b)). However, additional 40 MAF per year dispersal with 497 MAF storage (Table 6)
seems much better choice to smoothly meet draught demands. These all are
patched with lunar nodal procession cycle of 18.61 years when moon is closest
to the earth’s northern hemisphere in its every second cycle of 18.61 years [8].
In the next cycle it will be on the southern side and hence comparatively dry
season during this cycle on the northern side. Also the dry season is follower
of 3 - 4 years heavy rainy cluster, hence long storage management (18.5 + 3 +
13 = 34 years) will be needed. All these confirm the roaming of Indian monsoon in the multi-years Domain. This confirms generally the roaming of rainfall
outburst in different years as well as in different river groups. Thus each river
group should be able to handle complete storage of its ever recorded maximum
flood flow. The seasonal roaming is not much to worry about being mostly concentrated in July. Space roaming demands the ability to handle maximum flow in
all rivers groups. The decadal monsoons roaming is directed by moon precession
of 18.61 years cycle and is most critical along with 3, 4, 5 year’s cycle dictated by
Venus. The 18.6 and 37 years cycles have most stringent and extremely wide
variation, both in time and flow quantities. This dictates huge storage, intelligently
managed flow regulations.
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Figure 19. Flooded areas of 2010 floods as a result of monsoon rains concentrated in the catchment areas mainly of river Indus
and Kabul in a single spell of 8-10 days.

5. Storage Dams Requirements and World Bank
Recommendations
The water storage dams are multipurpose infrastructures extremely vital in Pakistan especially in the present era of Global Climate Emergency for
1) Flow regulation as per need of irrigation from the seasonally available flow
and floods of rivers or torrential flow Nulas. (ELCN)
2) Control of floods to avoid its disasters and calamities. (ELCN)
3) Cheapest hydropower generation if possible with available most suitable head
and free of all heat, pollution, soot and greenhouse gasses generation. (EGLCN)
4) Storage and flow regulation over multi-years cycle duration as per need of
Global Climate Calamities Controls through regular water cycle promotion and
irrigation from the available flow and floods of river having decadal flow fluctuations. (EGLCN)
5) Global heat dissipation through regular water evaporation both directly
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through irrigation and indirectly through vegetation and plants (EGCN)
6) Global pollution, GHG and soot control through rains and agro-plants as
a result of additional regulated flow for irrigation and thus water cycle promotions. (EGCN)
7) Freshwater aquaculture promotion. (ELCN)
The World Bank in its recommendations [13] had
1) Never ever considered the Global heat, temperature, Climate Disasters
Control by water cycle promotion through storage dams and irrigation system.
2) No vision of avoiding huge pollution, GHG and soot through storage dams
supported irrigation resulting in plants, vegetation, rains and snowfalls.
3) Never ever considered hydropower production by dams to avoid huge pollution, GHG, heat and soot addition in Global environment by its advised fossil
fuel power plants.
4) Been continuously wasting hydropower potential of 86,000 - 93,000 MW
since 1980 avoiding daily addition of approximately more than 1.2384 × 1016 J
heat, 0.34 Million tons of pollution, 2.6 Million tons of CO2 and 0.07 Million
tons of SO2 to the Global environments [22] if produced from fossil fuels.
5) Never ever considered the floods disaster control through storage dams.
Thus no storage dam recommended to avoid huge flood disasters, faced almost
every year. Flood disaster control is one of the prime and most vital needs
for dam and WB has never ever given any minute weight-age to it.
6) Emphasized the 1000s of Km. earthen embankment/bands/levees on the
sides of river banks for blocking the flood water rushing out of its channel. The
continuous disaster in livestock and agriculture sectors, rebuilding of thus
damaged roads, bridges, buildings and other infrastructures, rescue and rehabilitation of flood affected peoples by the frequent breakage or overflow of
these bands by floods, wastage of extremely precious water useable in agriculture
and urban needs, abandoning the extremely cheap power production, aquaculture, re-recycling of this water in transport of global heat to troposphere over
and above the Heavy amount persistently incurred in men (labor), materials and
machinery in extensive construction, maintenance, repair, and vigilant supervision of these bands, in place of constructing storage dams and allied developments, are all cooking the penny worth tea on the fire by burning billions and
trillions of currency notes of pounds and dollars.
7) Never ever considered to control the drainage of this extremely precocious
water resource. About 1164 (1588 including absorbed and retained in flooded
area) MAF drained to Arabian Sea in 34 years (Figure 2(a)) in the presence of
its all recommended infrastructure and developments along with hundreds of
trillions dollars loss.
8) Advised the system, which have never been able to even meet irrigation requirements inspite of huge floods in all 34 years (Figure 2(a)), wasting about
1588 MAF during this period and there is continuous contention between the
provinces on irrigation water distribution being too small against the demand.
One of the Chief Ministers of Pakistan has mourned on resulting outcomes of
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WB recommendations saying “we die by drowning when there are rains and

die of thrust when there is no rain”.
9) Never considered dam as multipurpose infrastructure with multiple benefits having too vital and vast utilities indicated above. It has rather thrashed it’s
all those vitalities one by one, all alone in individual aspects in place of considering multiple aspects altogether in a multipurpose infrastructure. Those thrashings too are on wrong, illogical, unscientific, baseless and complex reasoning and
interpretations.
10) Extended the seasonal monsoon roaming to 5 months to reduce its storage
estimate by subtracting future irrigational requirements of these five months
from it. Absolutely wrong and illogical cuts are applied to the estimate. In the
above analysis it is proved that 76% - 100% peak flood flow probability is in July
and that too is only in 10 - 15 days with no requirement of any water for irrigation practically evident from Jhelum flow depression of July and August controlled for rains reduced demand (Figure 3, Figure 6(a), Figure 7). Also 23%
(average of 7 values, Figure 14, Figure 16 & Figure 18) probabilities of pouring
all monsoon rainfall loads in a single river’s catchment area with extreme flow
without any escape pocket and 35% for two rivers are the driving parameters for
the dam maximum possible capacity estimates. WB on the other hand mercilessly slaughtered them
a) By basing its estimates on average or mean flows. Reduced 150 to 115 MAF.
b) Neglecting the flow of 2 major rivers, Kabul and Chenab without any details of their water usage. Thus thrashed peak 60 and average 45 MAF.
c) Further by subtracting the absolutely illogical irrigation requirement of 5
months.
d) by increasing this cut with the developments in agriculture in place of reducing these cuts in view of rise in its demand.
e) and then applied a cut in the name of some yield.
f) and then further with some efficiency drive.
g) Then reducing the dam storage estimate by enlargement of canals with
baseless view of canal extra storage. A fully running system cannot accept any
additional supply during floods. Any such attempt will result in its complete
collapse.
To reach the ultimate of 2 MAF for Jhelum and 15 MAF for Indus considering
(just in a note without any detail) the full utility of flow of Kabul and Chenab
rivers as per its report [13] pointed out at S/No. 11, in Table 6 below. This is the
availability of flow for storage as per WB estimate and advised development has
resulted in 1164 MAF drained to Arabian Sea and at least 424 MAF retained and
absorbed (Figure 2(a)) in the flooded Area. The practical flow emphasizes it at
least 190 MAF; rather 210 (S/No. 18, Table 6) with 10% safety factor against 17
MAF. What a minute difference, only 173 rather 193 MAF, or 12 times of its estimate? The corresponding estimates on bases of different aspects by the author
are shown for comparison in this Table 6 with matching background.
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Table 6. Indus river system flow statistics and its storage drives.

Note: $ unknown term with no details and no logic. Vol-1, pages 120-124; *Table 5.5 page 123/Vol. 1 [13].

11) No recommendations for storage of precious flood water to avoid huge
power and irrigational output loss. In place, it strongly emphasized the most
costly (30 - 37 times) both in initial investment and in running cost, the imported petroleum based power plants with baseless economical estimates in its
support.
12) No consideration of storage at all on bases of spatial roaming of monsoons.
13) No consideration of storage on bases of over the year or decadal roaming
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of monsoons. It has pointed out in only a single sentence in each of 3 volumes of
its report of about 400 pages each and in Vol. 2 closed this chapter altogether in
the next sentence saying “IACA has not programmed for the long term aspects

of the third stage providing over-year storage . For a region that is so dependent on water , the Indus Basin is not well suited geographically for the development of storage reservoirs . The topography of the country does not
provide large reservoir sites which would be technically or economically easy
to develop. Furthermore, the high silt content of the rivers, particularly of the Indus itself, would result in a fast rate of depletion of storage capacity.” [13 vol. 2
page 89]. Tactfully discouraging without any solid proof and letting the hurdles
grow in place of providing their solutions or at least warning the Government of
Pakistan from any other development at potentials sites that may generate any
further obstacle or problems in their future emerging vitalities of developments,
it rather enforced them. This issue demands 497 MAF storages stated at S/No 20
in Table 6.
14) Site based storage is estimated to be 42 MAF, while the author has highlighted most vital sites (Figure 12) amounting to 447.32 MAF capacities stated
in Table 6 with almost all multiple benefits and requirements and all urgently
needed by all seven parameters of dam demands listed above.
15) Emphasized pumping of underground water in place of concentrating on
maximum possible irrigation by surface storage. Inspite of 30 - 35 times costlier
pumping with continuous consumption of costly imported petroleum generated
power has been shown cheaper than almost free surface storage supply, by some
ultramodern mathematics. This has damaged the aquifer level sustainability in
many areas and crop-ability by slow poisoning by salinity.
16) Given too much emphasis on silt problems to discourage storage dams.
On bases of its total silt load, the time for 50% storage capacity depletion is also
indicated in Table 6, which shows that in the multi-decadal storage or monsoons spatial roaming based planning, it is not the problem of any minute worth
before 335 - 875 years and by that time technical developments and new technologies will surely solve this problem in a most suitable way.
It is the time to review the forgone mistakes and blunders and avail the God
Gifted opportunity in full in shape of 3 unique parts of Pakistan irrigation system stated below and explained as 3 regulation steps of GAC in [1].

6. The 3 Unique Parts of Pakistan Irrigation System
The irrigation system of Pakistan has 3 parts, each unique in the entire world,
perhaps created particularly to handle the Global Environmental Emergencies
with an opportunity of operative control in the hand of mankind, stated as the 3
regulation steps in GAC in [1].
1) The 1st one is irrigation of eastern and southern Pakistan with 39 MAF water of its eastern 3 rivers, having 14.235 ZJ Global heat dissipation potential,
presently blocked by WB sponsored IBWT. This move of WB has wide opened
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the gate for herds of all Global Climate Emergencies since 1970. This part is
unique in the entire world by
a) Air wheel generation deserts on its east at the boarder of tropical zone.
b) Indian monsoon, the booster of the above stated air wheels.
c) Saudi Arabia and African Sahara desert, the huge and major Global
heat source at high temperature readily available for heat dissipation on the
route of those air wheels.
d) Easterlies, the carrier and speed booster of these air wheels.
e) Have opportunity to cycle 117/127 times for its said goal.
These altogether form a unique group of facilitators, all with matching and
compatible specifications and timings with no match in the entire world.
2) The 2nd having 9.893 ZJ Global heat dissipation potential is the irrigation of
Northern Pakistan by its western 3 rivers, needing large storage dams, irrigation,
drainage and power generation systems developments. This had mobilization
opportunity in 1970s unfortunately again in hand of WB, but it tried to demolish
it as pointed out in 16 aspects above in paragraph 4 and jeopardized it so badly
that one cannot imagine. This part is unique in the entire world by the following
facts.
a) Its monsoons feed is above 100 MAF.
b) It has largest and highest precipitation trap [1] on its north entrapped by 3
world’s highest mountains ranges on its north and west and a world highest
plane Deosai, with suitable patterns of ridges for easy and safe transmission of
winds and clouds to it and valleys for easy and safe transport of precipitate, the
water to its plane areas.
c) It has unique wind pattern on its east and south forcing and trapping the
local evaporation to precipitate 70% - 80% locally over and above the monsoon
feed.
d) It has number of largest and highest glaciers to supply water to both the
surface and underground concealed natural network.
e) Has one of the largest river systems in the world ready to play unique role
in Global Emergency Control.
f) It has wide variety of rainy wind systems spread over the year to facilitate
and promote its performance.
g) It has large gravity flow irrigated vast fertile planes for agriculture and
water surface extension for WEPC of GAC to control GHT and its aftermaths.
h) It has four local anticlockwise whirling air cycles promoting and boosting
evaporation, precipitation, rivers flows and local rains [4].
i) Its evaporated water through its irrigation has on the average a period
of about 4 months to be 70% - 80% available again for irrigation after evaporation and precipitation and traversing its path, both in air and on the land
and thus re-recycling and regenerating about 150 MAF additional annual
flows along with additional local moderate and frequent rains throughout the
year. Thus in place of present overall about 130 MAF circulation in WEPC,
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it will rise to 393 MAF if all the available water is forced to irrigation
through its storage dams regulated irrigation system in place of its drainage
to Arabian Sea.
j) It has number of ideal potential dams’ sites of about 400 - 447 MAF water
storage capacity for decadal irrigation supply regulation.
k) It has at least 86,000 - 93,000 MW hydropower generations potential from
its large flow with head about 3,300 M, all free from huge heat, pollution, soot
and GHG as stated above in paragraph 4.
l) It benefits too much from the geographical and geophysical location of Pakistan in the Earth Globe.
m) It has number of Natural Global Promoters of its rains like Indian both
coastal summer winds supported by South Indian Topography from April to
July feeding mainly to Northern Perception Trap [1] for river flow and
partly dry relief for harvesting and next cultivation, African and Mediterranean promoted Naobahar wind in March, North polar winds and clouds
traversing almost 2/3 of the Globe in both longitude and latitude, initiated
by Australia, carried over by Southern Westerly, then directed by western
coastal mountains of American Continents, then redirected by Northern
Westerly to Pakistan across the North Pole, through Russia and Afghanistan
from December to February etc over and above the monsoons with July to
September durations and relief of October to November for harvesting and
next cultivation.
The high flow potential, its high head, large storable flow, large storage dams’
capacity, large size gravity irrigate-able land, all mutually matching and compatible are for ideal and unique output. Thus, it has perhaps no match in the entire world.
3) The 3rd having 15.78 ZJ Global heat dissipation potential is the irrigation of
Chulistan and Thar of Pakistan by 43 MAF water of its western 3 rivers, needing
large storage dams and irrigation system developments of the 2nd part stated
above. This is unique in the entire world by all the parameters stated above for
number one.

7. Summary of the Findings
From the above discussion it can be summarized that
1) IBWT implementation in 1960 has hurled ever increasing flood of calamities and disasters on the earth Globe since 1970 by blocking the functioning of
major part of Natural Global Air Conditioner along with continuously and most
critically overburdening the other two Earth Temperature Relievers, Oceans and
Polar/glaciers ice. This is the most horrible event of twentieth century with

its above aftermath flourishing continuously, undetected, which could be
named as Silent Unspotted Crona-1960 (SUC-60) with global death tolls
almost more than 60,000 a day since 1970.
2) For all Global Climate Calamities control and restoration of its pre 1960
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status, optimal mobilization of all parts of Water cycle of Pakistan is absolutely
vital. The first immediate and most vital activity is the reversal of WB imposed
IBWT, which rolled all the herds of present Global hazards and disasters in action since 1960 through blocking of 14.235 ZJ global heat transport annually to
troposphere. The 2nd is the maximum possible storage and irrigation system development, all in parallel on all the storage sites, at least those indicated in Figure 12 along with that in Baluchistan and renovation with development of further
needed irrigation, hydropower generation, drainage systems of rains and underground saline water, all in parallel as far as possible without any time lag. This
could have relieved the above global heat load by 9.893 ZJ annually since 1980,
but having no vision of Global Climate Emergency (GCE) and its control based
mainly and only in Pakistan water cycle, again the WB, the consultant for development of Water and Power Resources of Pakistan, not only missed this opportunity, even otherwise mishandled, rather absolutely misled and ruined Pakistan
as pointed out above by 16 different crucial aspects and very serious issues. It
pushed both local and Global interests too far in the pit that to recover it will
cost much higher than that in 1980s. It let the extremely lethal heat constantly
accumulated during last 50 years. The 3rd is the development of irrigation system
for Thar, Thal and Chulistan with 15.78 ZJ global transport potential. All the 3
unique parts are needed to be mobilized vigilantly taking complete care of available resources particularly the roaming in time and space of its main feeder, the
Indian monsoons to dissipate 50 years backlogs of global heat contents in about
52 years including 10 years mobilization periods [1].
3) The mobilization of all the 3 unique parts of Pakistan irrigation system is
the only choice for control of GCE, and only opportunity for the human role.
The mankind should recognize this natural blessing and immediately benefit
from it comprehensively above all regional, political or religious motivations.
4) Indian monsoons, the main feeder of Indus River System has:
a) Space roaming with 29% probability of feeding almost only one river, 21%
probability of feeding only two river, 12.6% of 3 rivers and only 4.5% in all the 4
rivers based on average of values stated in tables and graphs Figure 14, Figure
16 and Figure 18. The values of first two are quite stable and too much critical
and dictate maximum possible storage on each river to grip all maximum flow in
catchment area of that river. Figure 19 is an example of 2010 flood with almost
all monsoon rains in catchment area of rivers Kabul, Indus and Jhelum and its
2000 cloud burst in Islamabad and Rawalpindi. Thus distribution of total storable water flow in number of rivers/dams and estimating the dam size on this basis is ridicules.
b) Seasonal roaming is mostly concentrating in July (June for Jhelum) and a
bit less in August (Figure 10), mostly of one spell of 10 - 20 days extreme flooding
in a year. During this period there may be local heavy rains much more than the
safe limits for existing crops and it may be eminently needed to drain out extra rain
water along with the irrigation supply in the pipelines too. Thus, worst case to
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handle, is the capability of maximum possible flow storage without any irrigation
supply cut for these 10 - 20 days. In any case the irrigation utility cut in reservoir
capacity must be avoided. This also dictates maximum possible storage to handle
all the possible maximum flow on each river within a month without any cuts.
c) Over the years or decades, roaming main cycles are of 4, 18.6 and 37 years
(sum of one 18.6 years high and next 18.6 of low flow) [8]. The 37 years cycle is
most critical, which need critical planning and developments with intelligent
and vigilant management. More than 255 MAF additional storage (Figure 2(b))
is estimated with additional 50 MAF/per year irrigation supply when considering only 18 year cycle. If 37 year cycle is made the bases of planning, which actually is the most required one in view of Global Climate Emergency and local
irrigation demand, then it will be 475 MAF additional or total 500 MAF storage
with 40 MAF annual additional dispersal. Each river group should have of
maximum possible storage size to hold in all the extreme flow of not a single,
rather of 5 - 6 multiple years if possible, extremely needed for Global Temperature control, extremely vital for all the living animals including human
beings and plants on the surface of the earth and below the surface of water
in lakes, sea and Oceans too.

8. Conclusions
Following is concluded from the above.
1) Indian monsoons carry on roaming in space domain. The 23% probability
of flood flow in only one and 35% for two rivers forces maximum possible storage on each river group for sake of continuous regulated flow release both for
accumulated Global Heat dissipation and agriculture output.
2) Indian monsoons carry on roaming in season domain; mostly in one or two
months, July and August (June-July for Jhelum) and rarely critical in others. In
other word, these carry on roaming in 4 month time domain, but mostly in July
and a bit less in August and much rarely in other months as shown for all the 4
rivers in Figure 10.
3) Indian monsoons carry on roaming in over the years’ time or decadal domain. In this context, it has peak flow scattering in 4, 5, 8, 18.5 and 37 years
cycles under responses of different mutual formats of mainly the lunar activities
with solar, and Venus gravitational attraction variations and the solar seasons
[8]. This dictates the planning of water storage and its release regulation based
on 33 - 37 years cycle of Indus River System steered by Lunar Nodal Precession.
4) Storage estimated on bases of average flow is ridicules. The average flow is
mostly only 75% of maximum and in the present scenario of Global heat and
temperature, there is no way except to cash every possible remedial or soothing
opportunity. Unless maximum flows are griped in storage dams, one can never
be able to have a hold on its average.
5) As per practical observation, peak flood flow is generally for 10 - 15 days.
Thus flood water storage in dams is mainly the game of 1 - 2 weeks and never
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ever in 4 - 5 months. Hence, any reduction in dam storage capacity by their water usage in irrigation must absolutely be avoided. Conversely, the irrigated areas
rather need drainage of water already in irrigation system along with rain water
of local torrential rains more than the existing crops safe absorbability. The large
storage capacity available in any dam has no binding on release of water at any
time whenever needed and can stop when not required.
6) There is no logic in “Not considering storage to avoid flood flow disas-

ter” as avoiding of flood disaster is one of the prime storage dams’ demands.
The cost of 60 - 70 years floods losses, the safety measures, management problems, panic, reconstruction of damaged infrastructures, rescue operations are
comparable with dam construction cost, if not more than that. The difference is
that finances incurred in levees is distributed over number of years and over number of heads mostly not accounted for and forcefully imposed mostly on the general public with ultimately no gain or regain, while dam cost is accumulated, distributed over only a few years with extremely huge gains over and above avoiding all losses and troubles stated above, both for at least more than a century.
7) GHT control, Irrigation, power demands and floods control are the main,
rather vital reasons of storage dams.
8) Continuous rise of Global heat, temperature, hazards, calamities, wind and
snow storms, hurricanes, floods etc. since 1970 is the aftermath of IBWT implementation since1960.
9) The IBWT implementation has crippled GAC and thus the heat is being
continuously directed to the two safety valves, the Oceans and the polar and
glaciers ice. These are accordingly, giving way to the load [1] monotonically and
thus the ecosystem is critically on stack.
10) Storage dams for Irrigation and hydropower generation in Pakistan is
almost only and lonely key for the control of Global Heat, Temperature and
resulting Hazards and Calamities [1] over the entire Globe.
11) Storage and flow management at Mangla Dam has regulated Jhelum flow
downstream. There are instances as that of 2002, 2010, 2014, 2016 and 2020
(Figure 1) with extremely heavy floods which demand further large storage on
Jhelum.
12) The storage dams with extremely huge continuous financial gains are

too much worth than 1000s of miles of rocks, concrete and earthen embankment (bands) on the sides of the rivers to block the outflow of floods
water from river channel, with too often huge multidimensional disasters by
their breakage or overflow resulting into persistent draining of extremely
huge amount of funds with ultimate no gain , but all drains away with too
much troubles.
13) WB and its groups working on water storage, irrigation and power generation had no vision of GCE and their control linked with WEPC of Pakistan.
Hence unknowingly extremely huge blunders have been committed in their estimates and recommendations.
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14) Also the WB and its groups have based their estimates on old and redundant paradigms and baseless perceptions if not biased or dictated by someone
with vested interests.
15) WB has not considered the roaming of rain in only 1 - 2 months and very
rarely for 3, 4 or 5 and hence wrongly stretched it in 4 - 5 months and then reduced the flow available for storage by the irrigation usage of 5 months. The
monsoon rainfall carries on roaming in 1 - 2 month and mostly all in only one
spell of 10 - 15 days. Thus reduction in storage in the name of irrigation usage of
4 - 5 months is ridicules, rather misuse of resources or wrong interpretations of
information. Thus WB estimates on annual average peak flow with irrigation
usage cuts is all ridicules.
16) Almost every year contention between the provinces and down between the end user on water distribution because of its acute scarcity in the
wake of 1588 (annually 53) MAF going to waste is a wide open proof of WB
design/recommendations absolute failure.

9. Recommendations
1) The cause of continuous rise of Global heat, temperature, hazards, calamities, wind and snow storms, hurricanes, floods etc since 1970 as the aftermath of
IBWT implementation in 1960 must be thoroughly understood and its control
strategy, the IBWT reversion must be given full considerations and immediate
implementation.
2) All storage dams, flood diversion channels and additional irrigation and
drainage systems indicated in Figure 12 must be constructed immediately for
maximum possible water cycling.
3) Technology should take care and overcome all technical problems. Thus,
there should be no evasion of any site on this ground.
4) The available head of flow more than 3500 − 200 = 3300 M along the Indus
must be fully utilized in hydropower production through all possible dams and
power tunnels along with such for all rivers including a few indicated as yellow
arrows in Figure 12.
5) The compatible and comprehensive irrigation and drainage systems must
be developed simultaneously.
6) All the above stated developments must be carried out simultaneously in
parallel or at least in logical order to catch and control the GHT promoted Calamities as early as possible by the UNO.
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Stands for

Abbreviations

Stands for

GHC

Global Heat Contents

IBWT

Indus Basin water Treaty, 1960

GHT

GHC & Temperature

GHG

Green House Gasses

WEPC

Water evaporation &
precipitation cycle

GAC

Global Air Conditioner

MAF

Millions Acre Foot volume

WB

World Bank and its engaged
groups

ZJ

Zeta Joules = 1021 Joules

(ELCN)

Extreme Local concern

(EGCN)

Extreme Global concern

(EGLCN)

Extreme Global and local concern

GCE

Global Climates Emergencies
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